AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2010 SCORING GUIDELINES (Form B)
Question 2
(Maxine Clair’s “Cherry Bomb”)
The score reflects the quality of the essay as a whole — its content, style and mechanics. Students are
rewarded for what they do well. The score for an exceptionally well-written essay may be raised by 1 point
above the otherwise appropriate score. In no case may a poorly written essay be scored higher than a 3.
9–8

These essays offer a sustained, persuasive analysis of the adult narrator’s memories of her fifthgrade world as Clair develops it through literary techniques. The students explore some complex
elements of the environment and the narrator’s responses to it. They consider the use of
techniques such as thematic parallels, first-person point of view, symbolism, or figurative
language, and they engage the text with apt and specific references. Although these essays may
not be error-free, their perceptive analysis is apparent in writing that is clear, precise, strong and
effectively organized. Essays scored a 9 exhibit more sophisticated analysis and more effective
control of language than do essays scored an 8.

7–6

These essays offer a competent analysis of the adult narrator’s memories of her fifth-grade world as
Clair develops it through literary techniques. The students provide an able discussion of tone, point
of view, and language and make some attempt to explore aspects of the environment and the
narrator’s responses to it. Although these essays may not be error-free and are less perceptive or
convincing than 9–8 essays, the students present their ideas with clarity and control and refer to
the text for support. Essays scored a 7 present better developed analysis and more consistent
command of the elements of effective composition than do essays scored a 6.

5

These essays respond to the assigned task with a plausible reading of the passage, but they tend
to be superficial or thinly developed in their treatment of the adult narrator’s memories of her fifthgrade world and/or of Clair’s use of literary techniques to develop it. Although containing some
analysis of the passage, implicit or explicit, the discussion of the narrator’s relation to her
environment may be thin, the analysis of literary devices may be slight, and reference to the
passage may be limited to summary or paraphrase. Although these students’ control of language
may be adequate, their essays may be marred by surface errors. These essays are not as well
conceived, organized or developed as 7–6 essays.

4–3

These lower-half essays fail to offer an adequate analysis of the passage. The analysis may be
partial, unconvincing or irrelevant; the writers may ignore or miss the complexity in the narrator’s
relationship to her environment or Clair’s use of literary techniques in developing setting and
character. These essays may be characterized by an unfocused or repetitive presentation of ideas,
an absence of textual support or an accumulation of errors. Essays scored a 3 may contain
significant misreading and demonstrate inept writing.

2–1

These essays compound the weaknesses of the papers in the 4–3 range. They may persistently
misread the passage or be unacceptably brief. They may contain pervasive errors that interfere
with understanding. Although some attempt has been made to respond to the prompt, the
student’s ideas are presented with little clarity, organization or support from the passage. Essays
that are especially inept or incoherent are scored a 1.

0

These essays do no more than make a reference to the task.

⎯

These essays are either left blank or are completely off topic.
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AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2010 SCORING COMMENTARY (Form B)
Question 2
Sample: 2A
Score: 8
This well-organized, astute essay begins economically with a precise focus on the theme of “the innocence
and youthfulness of childhood summers.” In the second paragraph the discussion of the narrator is
supported by detail from the passage, such as when it notes that “[t]he statement ‘Life was measured in
summers’ is the sort of generalization a child who still had yet to experience the stress of school and the
‘real world’ would make.” The following paragraphs continue the impulse to read the passage closely and
sensitively, although, in each case, further development is possible. Even though the essay does not
discuss Eddy’s injury, it sustains an analysis of the speaker’s childhood experiences seen through an adult
consciousness. A particularly strong insight concludes that the passage is about a time when “all that was
dangerous and scary in the world was the Hairy Man and when all your secrets could be safely tucked
away in a cigar box.” Thus the quality of the effort overall is a function of its level of analysis and degree of
persuasiveness.
Sample: 2B
Score: 5
This response contains plausible ideas but is superficial and concrete in the way it approaches the
passage. A lack of sophisticated diction and varied sentence structure is apparent from the outset, and as
a consequence, analysis often gives way to paraphrase. Despite this, the essay gathers momentum in the
middle of the paragraph on imagery, which begins unconvincingly with a reductive reference to an image
that “provides us with what transportation was like.” Thereafter the student makes an effort to cite and
develop the significance of “the ‘Bible’s plague of locusts,’” the Hairy Man and other specific references in
the text. But the essay only partially engages the requirements of the prompt. There is evidence of good
textual comprehension, but poor transitions and disjointed development are also present as the response
skips from image to image and topic to topic instead of developing a coherent, logical argument. By its
conclusion the response has referenced much of the passage and understands how “these memories …
glow with fondness” without, however, having offered a well-developed main idea. The score of 5 reflects
the virtues of an essay that does not misread the text, as well as the limitations of one that manifests
weaknesses in interpretive reading.
Sample: 2C
Score: 3
This less successful response opens with a thesis that orients the reader: “The passage … is about a
memory of a 5th grader who is involved in her own world.” Its second paragraph then engages the prompt
and, as we discover later in the paragraph, makes the case for Clair’s portrayal of “childish fantacys [sic]
and naiviety [sic].” Knowledge of some literary techniques is apparent, but the paragraph lacks coherence.
In each case, a brief reference is tied to a brief, schematic discussion: “In line 4, she says ‘life was
measured in summers,’ which shows that she is waiting for summer.” The score of 3 that the response
earned is not a function of incorrectness but of incompleteness. For example, the statement that “she also
uses a ‘cherry bomb’ to symbolize her childhood memories” is a reasonable inference that could, with
development, be part of a considerably more persuasive response.
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